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Whatever your industry may be, you’ll  hear the oft-spoken word “authentic.”

Of course, everyone’s de nition of authentic is different. For some, looking glam and on

trend, dropping the most recent tech vernacular, and referring to reading thought

leaders’ tweets is authentic. For some, authentic is speaking, doing, creating, and feeling

that which is unquestionably genuine and rooted in what feels true to the self.  Whatever

you feel is authentic for you is indeed authentic.

Now, what is authentic when it comes to beauty, and particularly cosmetics?

The truth is, it doesn’t need to take an hour – or a half hour! – to look your most beautiful.

Marie Forleo says, “Everything is gureoutable,” and thanks to blogs, YouTube, and style

mags, the knowledge is out there. What doesn’t necessarily accompany this know-how is a

belief that a regular person can create a spectacular face.

While my industry colleagues may be mad at me for saying this, another truth is you can

make yourself look beautiful with brushes, products, and techniques.

We were born perfect. Between society, trends, our families, our social circles, and

ourselves we do our damndest to wreck the belief in our perfection.

At dome BEAUTY, we believe the accomplishment of creating your beauty, your way, is

what gives us con dence. It encourages us to tap into our entrepreneurial spirit and

create looks that are true to who we are.
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Your cheekbones, lips, bridge of your nose, chin, forehead, temples, eyebrows, eyelids,

eyelashes, and every area on your face are already beautiful.  Know that you’re worth the

time and effort to look the ways YOU want to look. Sometimes you’re feeling Grace Kelly,

sometimes your mother on her wedding day, sometimes Adam Lambert on tour.

And most often, when you’ve done the work and you know from your heart and your style,

you’ll want to look like you. dome BEAUTY is the line that will not only enhance your

physical beauty, it’s the line that will empower you to do that. Yourself.

If we can build from the ground up, we can surely color from the ground up.
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